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Abstract  

According to current embodied cognition models, sensorimotor experiences play a critical role in 

cognition, including social cognition. Since our bodies are embedded in a socio-cultural context, 

it is likely that the link between bodily states and cognition are shaped and constrained by 

culture. Here we argue that culture affects embodied cognition through three distinct means: 1) 

the physical environment and the affordances it offers, 2) cultural values and conventions that 

encourage certain sensorimotor experiences while discouraging others (such as body postures of 

submission or pride, smile, hand-washing, and touch) and 3) cultural differences related to 

language, including metaphors and script direction. The present review is not meant to be 

exhaustive, but to offer selective insights into the paths through which diverse cultural 

environments shape embodied cognition. We also discuss possible future venues for research on 

cultural embodied cognition.  

 

Key words: affordances, social-cognition, culture, cognitive processes, non-verbal behaviors, 

verbal behaviors, language, social communication 
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Take a Walk on the Cultural Side: A Journey into Embodied Social Cognition 

 

“Cultural assumptions, values, and attitudes are not a conceptual overlay which we may or may 

not place upon experience as we choose. It would be more correct to say that all experience is 

cultural through and through, that we experience our “world” in such a way that our culture is 

already present in the very experience itself.” 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 57)  

Social psychologists have always assumed that cognition is situated and action-oriented and that 

the presence of others affects thoughts, feelings, and behaviors (Ross, Lepper, & Ward, 2010; 

Zajonc & Markus, 1984). Human beings vary in the way they use their body in relation to and 

with others and their bodies do not only reflect, but also determine, what is active in their mind at 

any particular time. Along this line, the growing field of the embodied cognition (Barsalou, 

1999; Wilson, 2002) builds upon the general notion that bodily experiences and sensorimotor 

capabilities are integral parts of mental representations and cognitive processes. Several scholars 

have recognized the importance of the body and its involvement also in social interactions, with 

thoughts and feelings envisaged as closely linked to sensory experiences and bodily states 

(Barsalou, 2008; Niedenthal, Barsalou, Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber, & Ric, 2005; Spellman & 

Schnall, 2009; Zajonc & Markus, 1984).  

Embodiment theory is commonly tested by experimentally inducing bodily experiences 

associated with a particular valence or psychological state, and to observe the mental 

representations that form as a consequence. For instance, people holding a pen between the teeth 

so as to activate the muscles involved in smiling tend to evaluate cartoons as funnier (Strack, 
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Martin, & Stepper, 1988). Importantly, even the mental representation of abstract concepts such 

as “success” has been shown to be affected by bodily states, often through metaphors involving 

the body such as “moving forward” (Robinson & Fetterman, 2015; for a theoretical review of the 

embodiment of abstract concepts see Borghi et al., 2017).  

In this chapter we will examine the question whether and through which processes embodied 

cognition is moderated by culture. Culture is a slippery concept that includes both variations 

between and within nations. Here we adopt Hofstede’s broad definition of culture as “the 

collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of 

people from another” (Hofstede, 2001, p. 9). We hypothesize that such “collective programming 

of the mind” occurs, in part, through an embodied process in which cultures facilitate or inhibit 

certain sensorimotor experiences which in turn channel mental processes.  

While some theories (e.g., Izard, 1977; Izard & Abe, 2004; Zajonc, Murphy, & Inglehart, 1989) 

have explained bodily movement effects by innate physical structures, others have suggested that 

the association between sensorimotor experiences and concepts is learned and culturally -specific 

(e.g., Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Förster & Strack, 1996; Niedenthal, et al., 2005). There are various 

reasons to believe that embodied cognition is universal rather than culture specific. The most 

obvious reason is that human bodies, including their visual and motor systems, are very similar 

regardless of the physical and cultural environment they inhabit. Thus, embodied cognition may, 

to some extent, be interpreted as innate and universal (e.g., Wallbott & Scherer, 1986). Human 

bodies are also subject to common forces, such as gravity, and depend on common substances, 

such as oxygen, that determine to a large degree what actions bodies can perform. Thus, 

embodied cognition is subject to constraints that are common to all cultures.  
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Despite these universal features, one may argue that embodied cognition is moderated by culture 

and that people experience the body-cognition link in culture-specific ways (Wierzbicka, 1994, 

1995). At the most general level, the body is not the ultimate grounding of experience, but the 

result of historical experiences and cultural practices (Merleau-Ponty, 2004). Before representing 

knowledge, we already embody it. Similarly, Soliman and Glenberg (2019, p. 217) define culture 

as “a repertoire of bodily modes of interaction” that lay the ground for culture-specific 

knowledge. Put it simply, body and cognition are always encultured, therefore there is no 

culture-free experience.  

Despite the theoretical and practical relevance of a culture-specific approach to embodiment, this 

perspective has been largely neglected in the empirical literature. There is conspicuous evidence 

for cultural differences in nonverbal expressions (such as body postures, gestures or 

interpersonal distance), and for the link between bodily states and cognition. We also find a 

corpus of literature that argues for the influence of culture on cognitive processes, yet studies that 

specifically and simultaneously test the three elements in a unique paradigm (see Figure 1) are 

quite rare. We will here argue for the need of an integrative approach to cultural embodied 

cognition and speculate on the triangulation by inferring possible processes or effects to be tested 

in future studies. 

Commentato [MOU1]: Questa affermazione mi sembra un 

po estrema. Se dicessimo qualosa di un attimo piu soft, per 

esempio: therefore it is hard to imagine experiences that are 

truly “culture-free”. 
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Figure 1: An integrated approach to cultural embodied cognition 

 

We will argue here that there are at least three ways in which culture guides or restraints 

embodied cognition. The first concerns the physical environment created by each culture, in 

particular architecture, including the layout of cities, homes, institutional buildings and the like. 

The second concerns social norms and conventions that prescribe certain motor actions while 

discouraging others. Such norms may be very broad as in the case of interpersonal distance, 

touch, gaze or smiling considered appropriate in a given culture. Or they may allow or prohibit 

very specific behaviors such as “eating with one’s hand, fork or chopstick” or “stepping on 

books”. The third concerns specific features of language. For instance, our knowledge of abstract 

concepts is strictly linked to metaphorical language that varies across languages (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980). Similarly, writing systems exert a systematic influence on cognition through the 

repeated performance of specific visuo-motor actions. Although we are unable to provide a 
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comprehensive review of the literature, in this chapter we will illustrate each of these three 

realms through examples that provide empirical support for, or are at least are compatible with, 

the hypothesized process. We will close the chapter with a brief discussion of possible future 

research that could test the moderating function of culture in embodied cognition in more 

stringent ways. 

The built environment 

The close link between culture and the built environment has long been acknowledged (Levi-

Strauss, 1984) and continues to be debated in anthropology and ethnology (Vellinga, 2007). The 

built environment not only reflects culture, but also shapes and maintains culture-specific 

structures, social identities, and behaviors. An example is Levi-Strauss’ (1984) work on House 

Societies where political and kindship relations are organized around physical buildings that 

define the social identity of the group and provide continuity across generations, quite 

independently of the membership of specific individuals at any given time. 

Although architecture and design are becoming increasingly uniform in modern societies, 

traditional architecture still shows remarkable variations in building materials (e.g., wood vs. 

cement), building shapes (e.g., favoring round vs. square shapes in dwellings), seating 

arrangement (e.g., on the ground vs. on chairs), surface textures, and the like. Even current urban 

areas, where the majority of the world’s population lives, vary strikingly in density, walkability, 

compactness, enclosure, color, height, complexity, and on an infinite number of additional 

dimensions that provide different visual, auditory, olfactory and haptic stimulations and solicit 

distinct behavioral responses. Thus, every culture creates, through specific artifacts such as 

houses, furniture, public squares, malls, bicycle routes etc., affordances that invite certain 

behaviors while discouraging others. For instance, Venice “invites” its citizens to walk almost 
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every place they want to reach, whereas Los Angeles “invites” its citizens to spend over 250 

hours per year sitting in their cars just to commute to work (Washington Post, 7.10.2019).  

Starting from Gibson’s (1966) ground-breaking book, the concept of affordance has had a long 

tradition in environmental and ecological psychology, and has regained importance when 

embodied cognition models emerged over the last decades (as an example of the revival of 

ecological psychology see Meagher, 2020). According to Gibson, physical environments offer 

species-specific action opportunities, called affordances, that shape behavior and perception. 

Environments become walkable, sittable, graspable, climbable etc. to the degree to which the 

environment matches the body of the person or animal inhabiting it. For instance, a baby bouncer 

allows and invites toddlers and possibly small dogs, but not adult humans, to climb inside and 

enjoy the movement. If cultures create affordances that invite specific sensorimotor experiences, 

will these also affect cognition? Or put differently, do cultures affect embodied cognition by 

creating culture-specific physical environments?  

There is now growing evidence that physical environments can affect not only wellbeing and 

stress regulation, but also cognitive processes such as reaction times, likelihood estimates and 

future-orientation. To cite only a few examples, the psychological benefits of visual contact with 

nature are well substantiated and have motivated architects and designers to increasingly include 

natural elements in buildings (for an overview see Grinde & Patil, 2009). For instance, hospital 

buildings with views of nature tend to have restorative effects, facilitate healing and create a 

buffer to stress (e.g., Ulrich, 1984; for a review of the biophilic design hypothesis see Gillis & 

Gatersleben, 2015). Exposure to nature also boosts creativity, by allowing attention restoration 

and mind wondering (Martínez-Soto, Gonzales-Santos, Pasaye, & Barrios, 2013; Williams et al., 
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2018). Thus, the great variability in green areas per capita across and within countries may have 

a number of important psychological implications.  

A similar argument can be made for architectural styles. For instance, high-style architecture, 

also known as Structural Expressionism, with its “cold” building materials and large volumes, 

may be experienced as intimidating, making the person feel small and insignificant, which in 

turn may affect cognition. An example is courthouse architecture. Compared to smaller and 

“warmer” historical courthouses, large high-style courthouses were found to make people more 

pessimistic about the outcome of a trial (Maass et al., 2000). Similarly, the exposure to very tall 

(vs. lower) buildings produces a feeling of awe, combined with behavioral immobility 

(“freezing” response) which in turn produces a slowdown in reaction times (Joye & Dewitte, 

2016).  

 Another aspect of built environments that differs remarkably across cultures and geographical 

areas is population density, ranging from very densely populated urban areas (e.g. Macau) to low 

density places such as Mongolia. Even cities of comparable population size (such as Manila and 

Damascus) may have very different population density, as a function of distinct urban planning 

strategies. Recently, population density has received renewed attention in psychological research 

(Sng, Neuberg, Varnum, & Kenrick, 2017). Even after controlling for other relevant variables 

such as GPD and population size, Sng et al. find that, as density increases, people become more 

future-oriented. For instance, they delay reproduction, have fewer children, invest more in 

education, etc.  Population density is also one of the ecological conditions that, according to 

Gelfand and collaborators (Gelfand, 2012; Gelfand, Raver, Nishii, Leslie, et al., 2011), are 

predictive of more stringent social norms and less tolerance towards deviant behavior (tight vs. 

loose cultures). Although the exact psychological processes driving the greater future-
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orientation, long-term planning and normative regulations in high-density conditions remain to 

be understood, it is not unlikely that embodied reactions to over-crowding (including 

overstimulation) may play a role in this picture. 

Importantly, built environments also exert a remarkable influence on children’s cognitive and 

social development. Cognitive abilities of infants and children develop in interaction with their 

physical and social environment, both of which show remarkable cultural variation. As Linda 

Smith (2005) puts it “The physical world serves to bootstrap higher mental functions”. One 

example are child-friendly environments that Kyttä (2004) defines as those that (a) offer positive 

affordances for children and (b) allow independent mobility. Children growing up in walkable, 

child-friendly cities (e.g., Venice) that allow autonomous roaming from an early age tend to 

develop spatial abilities much earlier than those living in car-dominated urban spaces (Malucelli 

& Maass, 2001).  

Together, the above lines of research illustrate (a) that cultures create distinct physical 

environments and (b) that such cultural variations in physical environments have tangible effects 

on people’s emotions, cognition, and well-being. However, the role of embodied experiences 

linking culture-specific environments to psychological outcomes are under-investigated and, 

hence, less well understood. In particular, the link from culture-specific spaces to embodiment to 

cognition is rarely investigated within a single research paradigm. Although there is now 

growing interest in the role the body plays in culture-environment interactions (for an overview 

see Raymond, Giusti & Barthel, 2018), the empirical evidence linking cultural artifacts, body 

and cognition is currently rather limited.  

The one notable exception is research on environmental complexity, suggesting that the physical 

environment created by each culture, and the actions and sensory experiences it affords, may 

Formattato: Rientro: Prima riga:  0 cm
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affect people’s cognition in systematic ways. Urban complexity varies greatly across cultures. 

Think about the grid plan of many American cities compared to the daedal layout of European 

cities. Or compare the linear street views of New York City with the intricate street views of 

Venice or New Delhi, with their winding and densely populated streets (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Street view of New York City (on the left) and Venice (on the right) 

 

Different authors have argued that urban complexity will train people to pay attention to multiple 

stimuli and ultimately shape their capacity to integrate focal and background information. A 

remarkable example is a study by Miyamoto, Nisbett and Masuda’s (2006) in which the authors 

randomly sampled photos from cities in Japan and in the US, finding a much greater complexity 

of the urban environment in Japan, where urban scenes objectively contained considerably more 

elements. The authors argued that this greater complexity may encourage people to pay more 

attention to the environment. In support of this idea, the authors found that both Japanese and US 

participants paid more attention to context when viewing Japanese rather than American urban 

scenes. Strikingly, people adapt their visual attention patterns very rapidly to new physical 

environments, as shown by subsequent eye-tracking studies (Ueda & Komiya, 2012). 
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The differential complexity of the urban environment, together with the effect it has on attention 

to context, may help explain why Japanese in general are more inclined to focus on context and 

to integrate foreground and background information (binding), whereas Americans tend to 

concentrate on foreground objects. Interestingly, such cultural differences in visual processing 

emerge as early as 3 years of age, with Japanese children perceiving objects more holistically 

than American children (Kuwabara & Smith, 2016).  

Thus, one way in which people from different cultures may develop more holistic vs. analytic 

styles of thinking (Nisbett, Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001) is through the built 

environment created by each culture. This interpretation receives support from a set of cross-

cultural studies involving, among others, a remote population in Namibia, the Himba, who are 

considered a highly interdependent culture (Caparos et al., 2012). Interdependent cultures (such 

as Japan) are generally believed to promote global or holistic rather than local or analytic 

information processing. The Himba constitute a remarkable exception to this rule. Caparos et al. 

tested the hypothesis that this may be attributable to their distinctly non-urban living conditions. 

In line with predictions, the authors observed a shift toward global or holistic processing among 

those Himba citizens who had moved to urban areas or who visited urban environments 

frequently. Thus, much like Miyamoto et al.’s study, this research sustains the idea that the 

exposure to complex urban environments, characterized by visual clutter, is, at least in part, 

driving the relatively stable cultural differences in analytic vs. holistic processing.  

We are not arguing that architecture is the only, or even the most important, factor in the 

development of cognitive styles. Countries with particularly heterogenous urban spaces may 

experience greater visual complexity also in other realms, including language scripts and cultural 

artifacts such as websites (Wang, Masuda, Ito & Rashid, 2012). Thus, it is likely that cognitive 
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styles develop through multiple routes, but it remains an intriguing idea that culture-specific 

holistic (vs. analytic) cognition derives, at least in part, from visual experiences with more 

complex and cluttered physical environments.  

The above research supports the idea that knowledge representation derives, at least in part, from 

the bodily experiences in interaction with the physical and cultural dimensions of the 

surrounding world (Gibson, 1979; Johnson 1987, 1997; Schubert & Semin, 2009). In short, 

although people share a similar neurophysiological makeup, the culture-specific physical 

environments in which bodies act may be very different and generate diverse embodied mental 

representations of (social) thought.  

Social norms and conventions 

The physical environment is not the only way in which cultures shape embodied cognition. 

Probably the most common path through which culture affects our senses and motor system is 

through implicit and explicit rules governing our body postures, our gaze, smile, the distance we 

keep from others, whether we touch others in social interactions, whether we eat from a shared 

bowl, and the like. To the degree that such body postures and comportments affect our cognition, 

cultural norms and conventions should also shape our mind. Here, we will selectively report on 

five areas of research in which this hypothesis has been tested in cross-cultural comparisons, 

namely gestures of submission and dominance, gestures of pride and shame, smiling, hand-

washing, and touch. 

Gestures of submission and dominance 

 Many cultures prescribe situation-specific gestures of submission or dominance in social 

interactions and they may do so in gender-specific ways. For instance, in many European 

countries until the 1950ies, girls were expected to greet adults with a curtsy gesture, bending 
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their legs in an asymmetrical fashion with one foot moving backwards. Boys instead were 

expected to bow their heads. Both can be interpreted as gestures of submission from the person 

of inferior status (here, the child) in a social hierarchy. From an embodied cognition perspective, 

such socially expected motor actions are likely to activate associated feelings and thoughts of 

inferiority. These embodying representationsgestures of submission seem tocould be stronger for 

girls (vs. boys) as their curtsy gesture involvesd the whole body, and this might have contributed 

to make girls feel even more inferior than boys when interacting with adults. Although, this 

specific convention has since disappeared in Europe, similar signs of submission continue to be 

prevalent in many cultures, especially for women, attesting to both temporal and cultural 

variability of norms regulating body posture.  

 There is now ample evidence that different cultures value different characteristics and encourage 

different behaviors. Although the distinction between individualistic vs. collectivistic cultures is 

certainly an oversimplification that ignores the nuances of cultural specificities, overall 

individuals in many Western nations are seen as independent and separate from one another and 

are encouraged to express their feelings, self-enhance, and stand out relative to others (Morling, 

Kitayama, & Miyamoto, 2002). Therefore, in Western cultures individuals are usually evaluated 

in terms of their personal influence, achievement, and assertiveness (Zhong, Magee, Maddux, & 

Galinsky, 2006). By contrast, in East Asian cultures such as Korea and Japan individuals are 

more likely to be seen as interconnected and interdependent, and greater value is placed on the 

preservation of group harmony, the fulfillment of duties and responsibility as a community rather 

than on personal achievement. As a consequence, people are culturally expected to display signs 

of modesty and humility more than in Western cultures (Crocker & Park, 2004; Markus & 

Kitayama, 1991; Triandis, 1989). Therefore, postures of modesty vs. dominance, that are often 
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assumed to be universal, may have culture-specific meanings and may be encouraged to different 

degrees. As a consequence, distinct cultural codes of display may also yield different 

psychological experiences for people from different cultures. 

We therefore suspectggest that embodied effects reported by Wwestern research and observing 

Western participants wouldmay lead to different conclusions if culture were taken into account. 

For example, a great deal of Western literature shows that expansive body postures signal power 

and dominance (e.g., Ellyson & Dovidio, 1985; Hall, Coats, & Le Beau, 2005; Tiedens & 

Fragale, 2003), and that powerful body postures produce increased feelings of power, tolerance 

for risk and power-related thoughts (Carney, Cuddy, & Yap, 2010; Goldin-Meadow & Beilock, 

2010; Huang, Galinsky, Gruenfield, & Guillory, 2011; for a comprehensive review see Cuddy, 

Schultz, & Fosse, 2018; but see Simmons & Simonsohn, 2017, for a critical analysis). Based on 

previous research, Park, Streamer, Huang, and Galinsky (2013) investigated whether power-

related expansive postures are compatible with both Western and East-Asian norms and values 

and whether they may be experienced differently in different cultures. Expansive power postures 

such as those often displayed in North America may contrast with East Asian norms of modesty 

and humility, and therefore such postures may not cause the same power-related effects in 

participants from these cultures. Park and colleagues provided American and East Asian 

participants with three types of expansive postures tested in previous research (i.e., the expansive 

hands spread on desk pose; the expansive upright sitting pose; and the expansive feet on desk 

pose). The expansive hands spread on desk and the expansive upright sitting postures led to 

greater sense of power than a constricted posture for both Americans and East Asians, whereas 

the expansive feet on desk pose led to greater power activation and action orientation only for 

Americans, but not for East Asians. This particular power pose may have violated general 
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modesty norms or, more likely, specific norms regarding placing shoes on a table. The US is 

probably one of the few cultures in which putting shoes on tables or seats is considered 

normative; in many Asian cultures, this same behavior is likely to be considered offensive and 

unacceptable (see for instance diplomatic incident in Israel in 2018, when the Japanese prime 

minister was served dessert in an aluminum shoe; see also Goyal, Adams, Cyr, Maass, & Miller, 

2020 for a discussion on norms concerning shoes). Independent of the precise norm violation, 

Park et al.’s findings clearly support the embodied cultural hypothesis according to which the 

effects of postures are contingent upon both the type of posture and the cultural symbolic 

meaning of the specific posture (see also Matsumoto & Kudoh, 1987 for differences in body 

posture perception between Japanese and Americans). 

Importantly, the concept of culture is not limited to nations, but can also refer to cultural 

subgroups such as gender.  Men and women may well express power in distinct forms and 

experience bodily expressions of power differently, in line with gender-related expectations. For 

instance, Schubert and Koole (2009) showed that male participants making a fist activated an 

empowered self-concept, both explicitly and implicitly, perceiving the self as being more 

assertive and socially esteemed. The same effect did not occur among female participants. 

Similarly, Schubert (2004) found that making a fist activated power-related concepts in both 

males and females, but only for men this gesture was also associated with higher control, 

whereas women performing the same gesture perceived lower control. Put simply, making a fist 

appears to make men feel more powerful, whereas the same bodily experience in women 

produces a feeling of powerlessness. Authors argued that the mere gesture of making a fist–

without being aware of its bodily force– might be enough to affect social information processing, 

in line with the conceptions one’s gender has about physical aggression. These gender 
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differences for the same bodily experience can be explained in terms of cultural gender role 

expectations, where men are culturally expected to use bodily force to gain power and control 

over others, whereas women are seen as reluctant of using bodily force (see also Ijzerman & 

Cohen, 2011 for cross-cultural differences depending on gender).  

Thus, it is the culture-specific and gender-specific meaning rather than the gesture itself that 

produces the corresponding mental state. This is also evident in acculturation effects. For 

example, the tendency to tilt the head (head canting) is interpreted as a signal of submission and 

is more prevalent in the representation of women than men in artworks (Costa, Mezzani, & Bitti, 

2001), therefore suggesting that visual representations are permeated with bodily cues that 

perpetuate gender roles. Interestingly, this tendency is modulated by culture. Cardon, Li and Shi 

(2018) looked atanalyzed head canting in their study of LinkedIn profiles and, besides replicating 

a stronger head canting among women than men (se also Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2018), they 

also found that American users engage in head canting more often than Chinese users. 

Importantly, the extent to which gender affected self-presentation was different in the two 

cultural samples, with almost 60% of women among the American professionals tilting their 

head in their profile picture, but only 47% of women among Chinese professionals. 

Eventually,Possibly, head canting may not be a meaningful cue in the Chinese culture. 

Interestingly, the percentage of female (vs. male) who tilted their heads was higher (81%) among 

Chinese professionals having their profile in English, suggesting a use of body signals that is 

congruent with the cultural context. The linguistic context therefore activated the broader 

cultural context which also involves specific embodied signals. This example shows that non-

verbal behaviors might operatework at both encoding and decoding levels: an actor performs a 

non-verbal behavior (i.e., heat-tilting) in order to be perceived in line with interlocutor’s 
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expectations and s/he does so in line with the. And this works accordingly to cultural-specific 

meanings attributed to thata particular non-verbal behavior. Future studies may address the 

interpretation of nonverbal cues in relation to the contextually activated culture.  

Gestures of pride and shame 

 Closely related to dominance and submission gestures are bodily expressions of pride and shame. 

Victory gestures (arms raised above the shoulders, torso pushed out, making a fist) are well 

studied in athletes, for instance while crossing the finish line or after scoring a goal. This 

spontaneous bodily response to victory seems to serve the function to communicate the positive 

emotion and is, indeed, understood by observers as exactly that: a sign of triumph. The social 

acts of communicating (athlete) and perceiving (audience) victory are embedded in specific 

bodily movements which represent the abstract concept of success. To which degree are these 

gestures of pride and their opposite, shame, universal?  

Tracy and Matsumoto (2008) compared postural displays of pride and shame in sighted, blind, 

and congenitally blind athletes from over thirty countries while competing in Olympic and 

Paralympic Games. Individuals from all cultures displayed the same bodily components typical 

of pride (victory) described in the initial example (e.g., raising arms and open chest) in reaction 

to winning, suggesting that the abstract concept of victory and success is embodied in innate 

behavioral responses. However, the prototypical posture for shame in reaction to defeat (i.e., 

chest narrowed and shoulders slumped) wasere found to be displayed in a culture-specific way. 

Athletes from individualistic cultures (e.g., USA) were less likely to show these bodily postures 

as compared to individuals from collectivistic cultures (e.g., Asia), where shame is seen as an 

appropriate response to social failure. This is not to say that Americans do not embody the 

ha formattato: Non Evidenziato
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emotion of shame, but it suggests that the suppression of this particular emotion might depend on 

‘higher’ goals, such as social communication, which make individuals sensitive to cultural codes 

and values (e.g., regulating public emotions). Interestingly, the authors found the strongest 

expression of shame among blind athletes from all cultures, suggesting that those who had never 

seen others suppressing this particular emotion areis less likely to be affected by cultural codes 

regulating emotions in public. Although this study did not investigate the cognitive consequences 

of such bodily shame displays, thus remaining silent as to the embodied cognition deriving from 

them, there are reasons to hypothesize such a process. For instance, related research has shown 

that holding prototypical guilt poses (head tilted downwards, slumped shoulders, constricted 

chest) increases personal and collective guilt and intentions to repair misdoings (Rotella & 

Richeson, 2013). Thus, it is likely that the cultural differences in the display of public shame 

observed by Tracy and Matsumoto (2008) may well trigger corresponding culture-specific 

thoughts and feelings of shame.  

Smiling 

Another interesting non-verbal behavior that is, at least in part, guided by cultural norms and 

conventions is smiling. To explore the influence of culture on the social perception of nonverbal 

behaviors, Krys and colleagues (2016) investigated samples from 42 countries (i.e., GLOBE 

project, House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004) and examined whether smiling 

individuals were perceived equally across cultures. Smiling individuals are usually perceived 

more positively than non-smiling ones; they are seen as happier, friendlier, more honest, more 

attractive, and more competent. However, this was not true in 6 cultures involved in the GLOBE 

project (2004). In fact, Krys and colleagues found that a smiling individual was judged as less 

Commentato [MOU4]: Toglierei culture-specific here 
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intelligent than the same individual with a neutral expression in those cultures that had a high 

tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity (scoring low on GLOBE’s uncertainty avoidance 

dimension). Only people in countries seeking predictability interpreted smiling as a sign of 

intelligence, possibly due to the fact that smiling may signal certainty (Hareli & Hess 2010). 

Additionally, authors showed that in those societies in which the level of corruption is high, the 

trust toward smiling people was considerably reduced. Importantly, the key to understanding this 

variability was not geographical (e.g., neighboring countries like China and Japan scored 

differently) nor economic, but cultural.  

Together, this and related research suggests that smiling has a different function and signals 

different characteristics in different cultures. Importantly, it also suggests that smiling is 

encouraged to different degrees in different cultures. The idea of culture-specific display rules is 

supported both by self-report (Matsumoto, Yoo, & Fontaine, 2008; Rychlowska et al ., 2015) and 

by observational studies (Girard & McDuff, 2017). The former line of research suggests that the 

facial expression of emotions is considered more appropriate in individualistic countries, 

especially those with a history of immigration. This occurs presumably due to the fact that the 

expression of emotions facilitates communication and builds trust, which becomes critical in 

more heterogeneous societies. This general idea was confirmed by Girard and McDuff’s (2017) 

large scale observational study on smiling across cultures. Actual smiling was more frequent in 

countries that are individualistic, have lower population density and a history of immigration of 

heterogeneous populations.  

Together, these and related studies show that social norms governing smiling differ greatly 

across cultures. What these studies do not show is that such norms encouraging or discouraging 
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smiling also lead to corresponding shifts in cognition in the person performing the smile. To 

close the cycle, we need to look at complementary literature showing that the activation or 

inhibition of muscles involved in smiling (in particular the zygomaticus major muscles) do affect 

cognitive and emotional responses. In particular, research on the facial feedback hypothesis 

suggests that induced facial expressions (e.g., smiling) create corresponding subjective 

experiences of emotions (e.g., happiness; see Coles, Larsen, & Lench, 2019, for a meta-analytic 

review). Particularly telling is research on emotional display rules enforced by organizations 

such as hotels or airlines, requiring employees to show friendly facial and bodily displays 

(including smiling). This kind of “emotional labor” may result in an alignment between facial 

expression and inner feelings of the employee, resulting in increased job satisfaction and reduced 

burnout. However, when such superficial displays are clearly in contrast to inner feelings, the 

resulting effects on satisfaction may be negative (e.g., Chen, Sun, Lam, Hu, Huo & Zhong, 

2012). Thus, facial expressions do not automatically and not always translate into corresponding 

psychological states. 

Importantly, facial displays such as smiling or frowning may extend to the evaluations of 

external stimuli, such as cartoons (Strack et al., 1988) and people (Ohira & Kurono, 1993), and 

may even affect behavior (such as food cravings; Schmidt & Martin, 2017). Moreover, it is 

known that the smiles (and other facial expressions) tend to produce facial mimicry in observers 

suggesting that the embodied effects produced in the actor may spread to others (Niedenthal, 

Mermillod, Maringer & Hess, 2010; Schilbach, Eickhoff, Mojzisch & Vogeley, 2008). Although 

the above findings are supportive of the embodied cognition hypothesis, the complete embodied 

cultural cognition cycle, from culture to facial display to cognition, is still awaiting systematic 

investigation. 
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Handwashing and religion 

Another motor behavior that has received much attention in the embodied cognition literature is 

handwashing and its relation to morality and, in particular, to purity and guilt. Rules concerning 

this behavior vary greatly across religions. It is therefore conceivable to find religion-specific 

embodiments due to diverse normativereligious constraints. Leung and Cohen (2007, cited in 

Leung, Qiu, Ong, & Tam, 2011) explored the effects of specific bodily gestures on embodied 

morality with a sample of student participants who identified themselves as a Muslim, Protestant, 

Hindu, or Jewish. Under the disguise of investigating hand temperature and hand-eye 

coordination, the authors asked unaware participants to perform the motion of hand washing 

through rubbing their hands (which should correspond to the act of removing physical 

contamination). After performing this hand washing gesture, participants were asked to rate 

various scenarios by providing their moral stance on purity-related offenses with regard to 

committing physical contamination acts (e.g., having sex with a chicken before cooking it; 

wearing the clothes of a child molester) or endorsing blasphemous or other improper beliefs 

(e.g., saying hateful things against God) along with other scenarios involving autonomy-related 

violations (e.g., infringing on another person’s rights or privacy). First, across religious groups, 

participants who embodied the hand cleaning gesture rated the scenarios as more morally wrong 

as compared to participants who had not performed this gesture, providing evidence for the 

embodied effect on cognition. More relevant to the religion-specific hypothesis, as all four 

religious groups believe in good actions, they equally condemned contamination-related acts 

when embodied hand washing gesture was performed. However, cultural differences emerged 

when it came to the condemnation of blasphemous and improper beliefs. Here the effects were 

especially strong for Muslims and, to a lesser degree, for Protestants because these religions 
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condemn also immoral beliefs, which are seen as the equivalent of immoral (social) actions. 

However, the same was not found for Hindus and Jews. Together, Leung and Cohen findings 

suggest that hand washing gestures may have primed purity in all religions, but that cultural 

differences emerged in what was considered pure and moral for each religion. 

Social touch 

Finally, cultures differ greatly in the degree to which they allow or encourage interpersonal 

touch. Starting from the 60ies, a large body of literature has distinguished high contact (e.g., 

Latin America, Mediterranean) from low contact cultures (e.g., UK, Japan; Hall, 1966). People 

in high contact cultures tend to have smaller personal spaces, keep closer distance from others in 

social interactions, and engage considerably more in interpersonal touch. Also, the areas of the 

body that others are allowed to touch are, on average smaller, in countries like the UK 

(Suvilehto, Glerean,  Dunbar, Hari, & Nummenmaa, 2015). Even infants receive motor and 

tactile stimulation from their mothers that differ systematically from culture to culture (e.g., 

Carra, Lavelli, & Keller, 2014; Hsu & Lavelli, 2005). Thus, spatial behavior and interpersonal 

touch are governed by specific implicit norms in each culture, often defined in rather complex 

ways (with precise variations depending on gender, status, age, familiarity, context and the like). 

These norms tend to be internalized by members of each culture and displayed in a largely 

automatic way in social interactions.  

Over the past decades, the effects of social touch have been investigated in a lively and 

expanding line of research including both adult populations (for overviews see Gallace & 

Spence, 2010; Jakubiak & Feeney, 2017) and infants (for an overview see Cascio, Moore & 

McGlone, 2019). Social touch has been shown to have remarkable effects on diverse human 
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experiences including wellbeing, learning, persuasion, intergroup relations, and cognition. In 

infants, social touch (including skin-to-skin contact and massage) has long lasting beneficial 

effects on the physical and cognitive development of the child, including executive function and 

cognitive control (e.g., Feldman, Rosenthal & Eidelman, 2013). In adults, touch tends to increase 

compliance, including courtship compliance (Guéguen, 2007), to facilitate bonding, to strengthen 

romantic relationships, to improve wellbeing, to buffer stress and even to improve intergroup 

relations by reducing implicit prejudice (Seger, Smith, Percy & Conrey, 2014). 

What is less clear is whether touch produces the same or distinct effects in different cultures. For 

instance, Suvilehto, et al. (2015, p. 138) have argued that the primary mechanism through which 

physical closeness and touch create and maintain social bonds is universal and biologically 

determined, but that “cultural conventions may up- or down-regulate the average magnitude of 

social touching”.  Taking this argument one step further, one may argue that low-contact cultures 

(or those with explicit no-touch policies in specific settings such as schools) deprive people from 

experiencing the positive effects of touch. There is indeed some preliminary for this idea. For 

instance, Lowe et al.’s (2016) research suggests that children in cultures in which mothers 

engage more in playful touch may be better prepared to regulate their emotions after stressful 

situations (such as the still face paradigm to which infants were exposed in this study). Other 

authors have argued that the benefits deriving from touch may actually be stronger in low-

contact cultures, exactly because touch is less normative, less common and therefore more telling 

(for instance about the toucher’s affection for the touched; Jakubiak & Feeney, 2017). In the 

above cases, touch would produce similar effects across cultures, but the magnitude of the 

benefits deriving from it may differ. However, theoretically, it is also possible that the same 

bodily experience of being touched, coming from the same source (for instance an acquaintance) 
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may produce positive reactions (e.g., greater agreement) in some cultures while producing 

negative reactions in others, thus differing not only in magnitude but in quality of the embodied 

cognition effect. The same touch that may be considered pleasant and that may reduce stress and 

improve emotion regulation in high contact cultures, may lead to opposite effects in low contact 

cultures. In fact, not all social touch is experienced the same way. What touch conveys and how 

it is felt and reacted to depends not only on who is performing and who is experiencing it, but 

also on the meaning it has in a given social and cultural context. Importantly, the cultural 

environment provides critical information on how touch is interpreted (and hence experienced) 

and what type of touch should be considered normative or counter-normative. However, to the 

best of our knowledge, empirical evidence for the culture-specific effects of touch is not easily 

available at this point. 

Together the reported empirical findings on gestures of submission and dominance, gestures of 

pride and shame, smiling, hand-washing, and touch highlight that culture should be taken into 

account for a better understanding of embodied cognition. However, to date research 

investigating how norms and conventions shape the body-cognition link across multiple cultures 

is still relatively rare. In the next section we will selectively review research on a third 

mechanism through which culture may affect embodied cognition, namely language, including 

the writing systems involved.  

Language and writing systems 

Language is arguably the chief vehicle of cultural transmission (Kashima, Kashima, & Kidd, 

2014). Over the last years, neuroscientists, cognitive linguistics, and psychologists have 

addressed the question whether language is an embodied simulation process to represent 
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knowledge (Gallese & Goldman, 1998; Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002; Foroni & Semin, 2009). 

Prompted by failures to detect embodied effects in word comprehension (e.g., Petrova, et al., 

2018; Zwaan, 2004), the literature is currently stressing the need to put embodiment in context, 

arguing that linguistic comprehension is tuned to embodied simulations that are relevant for 

information processing (Estes & Barsalou, 2018). The context that has so far received most 

attention is the type of task. We here move the attention to a wider context, namely culture, 

suggesting that embodied cognition is likely to be tailored to match the specific demands of the 

cultural context in which the cognizer is embedded.  

 Languages vary on an infinite number of dimensions, including the vocabulary, phonetics, 

grammar, and the like, all of which may potentially relate to embodied cognition. We will here 

focus on two aspects of language that may affect embodied cognition above all, namely 

metaphorical language and writing systems.  

Metaphorical language 

One of the main challenges of embodiment are abstract concepts (such as democracy, power, 

justice, God), which are by definition detached from specific bodily experience. The primary tool 

bridging concreteness and abstraction are metaphors, which are linguistic and cognitive 

instruments deeply grounded in culture. Metaphors map complex abstract target domains (such 

as ‘love’) onto simpler and more comprehensible source domains (e.g., ‘journey’) that are 

accessible to our senses. Metaphors not only facilitate the comprehension of abstract concepts, 

but they make comprehension possible in the first place (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). If abstract 

concepts show greater situational and cultural variations than concrete concepts as many have 

argued, then they may be particularly suitable for testing embodied cognition (Barsalou, 1987) or 

multiple representation theories (Borghi et al., 2017) under a cross-cultural perspective.  
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Although there is evidence for universal conceptual metaphors across different cultures (Gibbs, 

2011; Kövecses, 2003), metaphors are, in part, culture-specific. For instance, 75% of the animal 

metaphors investigated by Talebinejad and Dastjerdi (2005) were the same in English and 

Persian, whereas 25% were distinct. Another example of cultural variation even in very basic 

metaphors is the following: when German-speakers talk about things improving or becoming 

easier, for instance after a period of illness, they tend to use the upward metaphor (es geht 

bergauf / it’s going uphill); in contrast, Italians use the downward metaphor for the same 

concepts (è tutto in discesa / it’s all downhill). The apparent contradiction may be explained by 

the fact that Germans view the scene from an observer perspective, such as when observing a 

graph of economic development towards a higher point. In contrast, Italians imagine themselves 

as part of the scene and, of course, going downhill is much less effortful than going uphill.  

In the case of emotion metaphors, scholars have proposed the embodied cultural prototype view 

(Kövecses, 2005; Maleej, 2004), which holds that the conceptualization of emotions across 

cultures is based on both universal human embodied experiences and more specific sociocultural 

construal, whereby different cultures highlight different aspects of human experiences. For 

instance, in Western cultures getting attention and being assertive is generally viewed as 

positive, whereas in Japanese culture is not particularly desirable. These differences are reflected 

in two different metaphors: “The squeaky wheel gets the grease” and “The nail that stands out 

gets hammered down first”, in American and Japanese culture respectively (Yu, 2008). In a 

similar vein, Ansah and Kantar (2007) examined the conventionalized love metaphors in Turkish 

and English. Despite a large number of common metaphorical source domains, the analyses 

revealed that, different from English speakers who conceptualize love in terms of a collaborative 

work or a success-oriented journey, Turkish speakers see it mainly as a compelling (almost 
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deadly) force whose intensity is typically measured by the amount of pain it imposes on the self, 

therefore displaying differences in the expressions of metaphorical imagery as a function of 

sociocultural backgrounds. The conceptualizations of the primary emotion of fear, in two 

languages—Akan (a West African, Kwa language) and English, showed similarities in the 

conceptualization of fear, but differences in language-specific elaborations of the metaphors in 

the two languages (Ansah, 2014).  

These findings provide support for the cultural embodied cognition perspective: the similarities 

in the conceptualization of emotions across cultures may be explained in terms of universal 

embodied cognition, conversely, the differences shown in the language-specific 

conceptualizations may be interpreted as cultural filters of universal embodied cognition. Put 

simply, metaphors constitute a generic schema that gets defined by each culture, such that the 

metaphors receive unique cultural content at a specific level. For instance, Matsuki (1995) 

observeds that all metaphors for anger in English can also be found in Japanese. At the same 

time, she also points out that there is a large number of anger-related expressions that map onto 

the specific-Japanese concept of hara (literally, ‘belly’). This is a culturally specific concept 

unique to Japanese culture, and so the conceptual metaphor “Anger is (in the) hara” is limited to 

Japanese (for similar differences in metaphors for anger and happiness between English and 

Chinese see Yu, 1995; for a comprehensive overview of cultural differences and similarities in 

metaphors see Kövecses, 2005).  

Importantly, first evidence now shows that enacting such metaphors may affect cognitive 

processes in metaphor-coherent ways. For instance, Leung, Kim, Polman et al. (2012) asked 

participants to physically enact different metaphors for creativity (for instance, in the case of the 

“thinking outside the box” metaphor, performing a task while sitting inside or outside a box). 
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Across different metaphors, the authors found an increase in creativity, suggesting that the 

physical enactment of metaphors may not only activate metaphor-consistent knowledge, but also 

stimulate knowledge generation. From a theoretical perspective thisit also suggests the 

possibility that, at least in some cases, the embodiment serves as a mediator of metaphor-

coherent cognition. However, it remains to be seen whether such mediation also occurs in 

spontaneous behavior, that is in the absence of an explicit instruction to enact the metaphor.  

In a similar vein, Gilead, Gal, Polak, and Cholow (2015) invited Israeli participants to eat sweet 

(vs. spicy) food before being involved in a social judgment task. There are reasons to believe that 

sweet and spicy tastes may be embodied in cultural-specific linguistic practices. For instance, 

words associated with sweetness denote affection and love (e.g., the adjective ‘sweet’ is used to 

describe gentle, kind, or friendly people), whereas in China saying that a person is ‘spicy’ means 

easily irritable (Ji, Ding, Deng, Jing, & Jiang, 2013). Despite the innately positive valence 

associated with sweet foods, and the negative valence associated with spiciness (e.g., O’Doherty, 

Deichmann, Critchley, & Dolan, 2002; Klein, Carstens, & Carstens, 2013), in Israeli culture 

attributing the character of spiciness to a person is associated with a positive valence (i.e., ‘s/he 

is Harifa’ means ‘s/he is a smart person’). On the contrary, sweetness is not always associated 

with positive traits. For instance, ‘s/he is mataktaka’ (i.e., a Hebrew word to describe sweetness) 

is associated with a negative trait, namely, inauthenticity. On the basis of Israeli cultural-specific 

linguistic metaphors, Gilead and colleagues (2015) tested their influences on preverbal 

experiences, namely, social judgements. The authors found that priming participants with spicy 

(vs. sweet) tastes increased judgments of intellectual competence, decreased judgments of 

inauthenticity, and increased the overall evaluation of social targets, and this is in line with 
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Israelis cultural-specific linguistic associations between of sweetness with inauthenticity, and 

spiciness with intellectual competence.  

In most research, the overlap between embodiment and linguistic metaphors makes it difficult to 

identify whether the two processes function additively or interactively, or whether linguistic 

metaphors trigger an embodied process which then affects cognition, evaluation and the like. In 

the next paragraph, we will present studies on the effects of writing direction, which allow us to 

investigate the effects of sensorimotor processes, independent of language (for a review see 

Suitner and Maass, 2016).  

 
Script direction 

Language links mental representations of abstract concepts to concrete experiences also through 

a second mechanism: by means of the practical motor activity involved in writing or reading. For 

example, the font of written words can convey the abstract concept of fluency. Instructions 

written in mistral font lead the reader to think that the described task is more difficult (Song, & 

Schwarz, 2008). Further,  whether languages are written alphabetically or ideographically greatly 

affects children’s visual skill development. The massive practice of visuo-spatial processing 

required to learn ideograms leads to superior performance among Chinese, Japanese and Korean 

children in practically any task (processing efficiency, working memory etc.) related to space 

(e.g. Demetriou, Kui, Spanoudis, Christou, Kyriakides & Platsidou, 2005; McBride-Chang, C., 

Zhou, Y., Cho, J. R., Aram, D., Levin, I., & Tolchinsky, L. (2011). Thus, the visuo-motor 

experience afforded by different scripts has implications well beyond the simple activity of 

writing and reading.  

In a similar vein, culturally defined writing and reading habits, such as writing from right to left 

rather than vice versa, may to some degree determine how we encode and decode the world. In 
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written texts, letters, words or symbols are arranged either horizontally (right–left or left–right) 

or vertically (top–bottom or, very rarely, bottom–top). Given this variance in writing and reading 

direction, it is possible that this dimension of language can affect thought differentially. Whether 

script direction influences the way in which we communicate, perceive, and perform tasks 

unrelated to writing and reading has been addressed as part of the theoretical model known as 

Spatial Agency Bias (SAB, Suitner & Maass, 2016). The SAB model rests on the general 

assumption that human action is preferentially envisaged in the direction in which one’s native 

language is written and read (e.g., left-to-right in English, right-to-left in Arabic). The SAB is the 

byproduct of two processes, namely a visuo-motor and a linguistic component. In short, the 

visuo-motor component is determined by scanning habits in line with a culture-specific trajectory 

(e.g., left to right in English but right to left in Arabic), whereas, the linguistic component refers 

to the fact that, in most languages, the Agent (who performs the action), in standard active 

sentences, precedes the Patient (who undergoes the action). 

 The presence of a rightward spatial asymmetry in cognitive processes has received a great deal 

of attention in cognitive psychology, including phenomena such as representational momentum 

(Hubbard, 2005), number and time line (Santiago, Lupiañez, Pérez, & Funes, 2007), thematic 

role assignment (Chatterjee, Maher, & Heilman, 1995). These findings were initially attributed to 

brain asymmetries. However, the emergence of  flipped patterns in research involving Arabic 

and Hebrew (i.e., right-to-left direction) or Mandarin speakers (i.e., vertical script) (e.g., 

representational momentum, Morikawa & McBeath, 1992; imaginary number line, Dehaene, 

Bossini, & Giraux, 1993; timeline, Boroditsky, Fuhrman, & McCormick, 2011), the initial 

explanation based on hemispheric asymmetry gave way to a more functional cultural hypothesis, 

which attributed spatial asymmetries to writing and reading habits. For instance, Maass and 
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Russo (2003) found that the thematic role assignment (i.e., who did what to whom) varied as a 

function of writing and reading direction, such that Italians (rightward script) tended to draw the 

agent of an action to the left of the patient, whereas Arabs (leftward script) tended to draw the 

agent to the right of the patient. Moreover, when considering Arabic-speaking participants who 

were studying in Italy and who performed the task either with Italian instructions or with Arabic 

instructions, they showed an intermediate bias that was correlated with the number of years spent 

in a left–right writing country. These findings suggest that spatial bias in imaging of human 

interactions is a direct function of one’s exposure to different scripts. Thus, both initial learning 

and later exposure to a different script direction is sufficient to change the way people think and 

represent social interactions (see also Suitner, Maass, Bettinsoli, Carraro, & Kumar, 2017).  

According to the SAB model, the attentional and motor asymmetries imposed by script direction 

lead to a generalized “schema for action” applied to several socio-cognitive processes (Suitner & 

Maass, 2016), including imaging and memory. For instance, Maass, Suitner, Favaretto, and 

Cignacchi (2009) found that Italian-speakers were more likely to position agentic groups (men 

and young people) to the left of less agentic groups (females and old people), whereas Arabic-

speakers showed an opposite pattern, namely, positioning the more agentic groups to the right. 

These findings illustrate the subtle role of SAB even in intergroup relations, whereby a spatial 

schema of action coherent with script-direction is applied, further perpetrating the stereotypical 

view of social groups. By the same token, the repeated exposure to counter-stereotypical spatial 

displays (leftward facing men and rightward facing women) can contribute to the change of 

gender stereotypes (Suitner, Maass, & Ronconi, 2015).  

One of the intriguing aspects of script-coherent spatial asymmetries is that they operate in a 

subtle way leaving people unaware of the powerful influence that writing and reading habits 
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have on the way they think and perceive the world. Importantly, the habitual visuo-motor activity 

of reading and writing leads people to not only represent actions, but also abstract social 

concepts (e.g., agency) coherent with the script direction. When asked to choose which, among 

four directional arrows (left/right-up/down-ward), best represented agency, 83% of Italian-

speaking participants chose the rightward arrow (Suitner et al., 2015). This last example is 

crucial for the contribution of the SAB model to embodied social cognition theory because it 

disambiguates the representation of linguistic metaphors (e.g., agency) from the contribution of 

the sensorimotor system.  

Culture and language are connected in many ways and their interconnections can be studied from 

a variety of different perspectives. Using two examples (metaphors and script direction) we 

showed that culture-specific forms of embodiment lead people to construe the surrounding world 

differently, and that this is likely to occur through an unconscious process. Although these two 

lines of research are supportive of the general idea of culture-specific embodied cognition, much 

socio-cognitive and cognitive-linguistic research is still needed to fully understand the role of the 

infinite language aspects involved in the process of meaning-making in cultures and to 

disentangle its universal aspects from its cross-cultural variety.  

Conclusions  

This brief and selective review of the literature suggests that there are different ways in which 

culture may channel embodied cognition. Together, they challenge the idea that embodied 

cognition is universal and culturally invariant. At the same time most of the cultural effects 

reported here are of relatively small magnitude as they necessarily operate within the limits 

defined by the shape and functions of our bodies and by the universal forces (gravity, air etc.) to 
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which our bodies are exposed. These commonalities set the limits within which culture may 

operate.  

Although cultural embodied cognition still lacks a unifying theoretical framework, the examples 

reported here are promising as they illustrate a wide variety of cultural constraints on embodied 

cognition. Arguably, a possible theoretical proposition may distinguish between two roles that 

culture may assume in the body-cognition relation, namely a moderating role (see Figure 3)  and 

a distal cause (see Figure 4). On the one side, different cultures may change whether and how a 

bodily state or experience affects cognition according to the symbolic meaning that the given 

culture is assigning to the specific bodily experience, for example through metaphors and norms 

regulating interpersonal behaviors (such as distance). In this case culture would takes the role of 

a moderator that modifies the relation between cognitive processes and physical phenomena. 

However, culture may also assume a distal role by prompting and determining physical 

phenomena, for example fostering a specific architectural style or urban design, or by employing 

a specific writing system, or by imposing norms that regulate bodily states and behaviors. In 

these cases, culture can be envisaged as a cause offor the physical grounding of cognitive 

appraisal.   
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Figure 3. The moderating role of cultural contexts on cognition (i.e., perception) 

 

Figure 4. The distal role of culture on cognition (i.e., perception) 

 

Following Cogen and Leung (2009), culture-specific embodied phenomena may roughly be 

divided into those that create body-cognition links ex-novo (so called totem embodiment) and 

those that enforce existing and often hard-wired links between physical comportment and 
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concepts. In the latter case, the principles of embodied cognition are universal, but the strength of 

the links between visuo-motor experiences and cognition are culturally defined. Culture in the 

latter case not only determines the likelihood and frequency of specific sensorimotor 

experiences, but also how strongly the (pre-wired) link between body and cognition is going to 

be experienced and how well it is going to be learned.  

At the same time, cross-cultural comparisons in embodied cognition is still relatively rare. The 

majority of embodied cognition research continues to be conducted on WEIRD samples 

(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic; Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010) 

and many cultural variations in embodied cognition are still awaiting empirical exploration. In 

the last section of this chapter, we will suggest three possible future lines of research, 

concerning, respectively, the mode of acquisition of embodied cognition, the cultural 

representation of abstract concepts, and the use of virtual reality to simulate cultural aspects of 

embodiment. 

Mode of acquisition. If embodied cognition involves a simulation or reenactment of motor and 

sensory experiences associated with the initial acquisition of the concept (Barsalou, 2008), then 

culture-specific modalities of acquisition may affect cognition. For instance, if the concepts 

“chicken” and “baby” are, in some cultures (e.g., agricultural, high natality societies with tight 

social networks), acquired mainly through direct contact with the object, then visual, motor and 

olfactory reenactment can be expected. If, on the contrary, these same concepts are initially 

acquired mainly through films or cartoons, then the role of the motor and olfactory components 

during reenactment should be greatly reduced. Although we are not aware of any studies testing 

the link between culturally determined mode of acquisition and simulation/reenactment, we 
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believe that this would provide an ideal testbed for embodied cognition models and their cultural 

specificity.  

The embodiment of abstract concepts. Also, if abstract concepts show greater situational and 

cultural variations than concrete concepts as many have argued, then they may be particularly 

suitable for testing embodied cognition (Barsalou, 1987) or multiple representation theories 

(Borghi et al., 2017) under a cross-cultural perspective. Thus, we suggest to focus specifically on 

abstract concepts, not only for their greater cultural variation, but also because they are often 

sustained by metaphors that may vary across cultures.  

Virtual reality. We would like to conclude this chapter in a conceptually provocative way, 

imagining a potential future situation determined by a progressive leak of cultural aspects in 

favor of a universality of cognitive processes. The remarkable progress in technology provides 

people with new tools, such as virtual and augmented reality. Besides being suitable for medical 

treatment for patients suffering, for instance, of neuropathic pain (Austin & Siddall, 2019) or 

mental health disorders (Freeman, Reeve, Robinson, Ehlers, Clark, et al., 2017), it may offer new 

visuo-motor experiences and generate new patterns of cognitive responses especially for the 

younger generations that will have frequent contact with these new technologies. We have 

recently come across a curious case of virtual reality (although not involving humans): a Russian 

farm (RusMoloko) has experimentally started to give its dairy cows virtual reality headsets 

featuring a unique summer field simulation program to reduce their anxiety, which in turn had a 

positive impact on the quality and quantity of their milk production 

(https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-50571010). The next step cwould, paradoxically, 

apply the same treatment to human beings. Based on the evidence that contact with nature has a 

strong positive effect on f subjective well-being (Zelenski & Nisbet, 2014), one may envisage 
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future generations to spend time immersing themselves in a natural virtual environment before 

going to work and, in turn, showhave a higher job performance (Daniels & Harris, 2000). 

As for any technological innovation, virtual reality’s impact on cultural diversity could represent 

a double-edged sword. On one side, the use of virtual reality may contribute to a decrement in 

cultural diversity in favor of an increasing cross-cultural similarity of sensory and bodily 

experiences; on the flip side, at least in psychological research, virtual reality may provide a 

unique opportunity for people to experience novel physical environments or to encounter new 

objects that are currently not present in their culture. This would allow researchers to investigate 

the development of new concepts and their link to sensorimotor experiences during learning and 

during subsequent online or offline processing. Among others, this technological tool would 

allow researchers to immerse people into other cultures, including their urban and architectonic 

characteristics, offering an entirely new instrument to simulate culture. 

While the authors were writing this chapter, the use of technology was becoming particularly 

relevant, as the COVID-19 pandemic was on its peak, physical distancing measures were 

imposed and interpersonal communication was almost entirely mediated through technological 

devices. We argue here that this new way of communication, which is totally mediated by 

technological devices , might constitute a new culture ofal way to communicatione. In fact, this 

communication style greatly affects embodied processes, with potentially important outcomes at 

the individual, interpersonal, and societal levels. In this type of communication, nonverbal cues 

are greatly reduced, as tactile, olfactory (and sometimes also gustatory) stimuli are absent. The 

reduction to two senses, sight and hearing, in interpersonal exchange makes them particularly 

central. The need for a clear auditory signal is essential to make communication possible, to the 

point that any auditory interference is barely tolerated. This prompts the persons who are not 

ha formattato: Tipo di carattere: Corsivo
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speaking to turn off their microphones, which delays any spontaneous taking the floor, and 

changes the dynamics of turn-taking in the conversation. Also, with microphone muted any para-

semantic utterance is missing, hence not allowing feedback between speaker and listener. 

Turning to visual stimuli, when video calls are used, faces tend to be seen from a close distance. 

The literature on face-ism (i.e., the proportion of face over body in the visual representation of a 

person) suggests that this full-face frame affects how we perceive people, and specifically their 

power and competence (XXX). Moreover, online exchanges alter the perceived distance between 

people, as we are all very near (especially if full-face video is running), yet we are all detached. 

This lack of fit between the details available on the visual channel and the deficiency on any 

other channel may create an incongruence between the psychological distance of the interlocutor 

who is physically far away, and the immediately available communication exchange. Fujita, 

Eyal, Chaiken, Trope, Liberman (2008) showed that a lack of fit in construal level may reduce 

cognitive fluency, and agreeableness. Mismatching inputs in terms of psychological distance 

should be further investigated, as distance shapes interpersonal relations in significant ways. 

Physical proximity is generally prompting psychological proximity (Fujita, Henderson, Eng, 

Trope, & Liberman, 2006), as we tend to bond with people closer in space  (Markovits & 

Benenson, 2010). Psychological distance also changes our cognitive focus by prompting more 

abstract elaboration, which turns into higher interpersonal goals (Carstensen, Isaacowitz, e 

Charles, 1999; Stafford, 2010). 

Another key issue regards the lack of a common physical context. In online communication 

people do not share the physical surrounding, and hence lack both a real and a metaphorical 

common ground. It may not be trivial, as -for example- the temperature of the environment may 

Commentato [MOU7]: e.g., Szillis, U., & Stahlberg, D. 

(2007). The face-ism effect in the internet differences in 

facial prominence of women and men. International Journal 

of Internet Science, 2(1), 3-11. 

QUESTA SARABBE UNA POSSIBILITA’ 
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help people to be on the same page in terms of affiliative needs and propensity toward social 

interaction (Zhang & Risen, 2014; Steinmetz, & Posten, 2017).  

We may therefore argue that from a culture-specific embodiment perspective online 

communication offers a very specific setting, which may affect the relation between cognition 

and physical prompts in a very peculiar way by possibly creating a new cultural way to 

communicate.  Similarly to the culture stemming from deafness, in which embodied cognition 

has its own specificities (e.g., Miozzo, Villabol, Navarrete, Peressotti, 2020; Mott, Midgley, 

Holcomb,  & Emmorey, 2020), we may speculate that online communication creates a 

subculture, that is characterized by the specificity of the communication channel that is used. We 

can therefore close the circle of Figure 1, suggesting that the path from physical bodily 

experience to culture is a promising endeavor for future investigations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commentato [MOU8]: Questo e’ il termine usato nel 

grafico. 

 

Devo dire che ho un po di problemi a capire questa frase 

(anche se e’ elegante). Andando a vedere il grafico, vorrebbe 

dire che l;esperienza fisica con la communicazione online ha 

un effetto sulla cultura (definita nel grafico come architettura, 

linguaggio e norme). Non vedo come questo possa avvenire. 

Secondo me la frase sta in piedi solo ad un livello molto 

astratto o generale, cioe’ la online communication crea una 

specie di sottocultura. Ma a livello concreto non vedo proprio 

come possa succedere. Cambiera’ le norme sociali? Non 

credo certo che cambi la architettura o la lingua.  

A me va benissimo lasciare la frase cosi com’e’ , quindi non 

propongo cambiamenti ma voglio solo far presente che io non 

riesco ad immaginarmi come questo link tra bodily 

experience a culture possa avvenire nel contesto del grafico 1 
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